AVS 2000 CAR ALARM SYSTEM
INTRODUCTION
Thank you for choosing the AVS 2000 for your vehicle. These systems have
been designed to provide exceptional security and convenience for you and
your vehicle.
When armed the AVS 2000 protects your vehicle by triggering if the doors are
opened (bonnet or boot may be hooked up as an option -see your installer) or
if an impact is detected by the on-board shock sensor.
The AVS 2000 can also have a starter disable added as an option which will
help stop the vehicle from being started when the alarm is armed.
NORMAL OPERATION
THE REMOTE CONTROL:
The remote controls are used to arm and disarm the alarm system. The
AVS2000 is supplied with two remote controls.
The remotes have two long life lithium batteries fitted which can be purchased
from your AVS dealer or any good electrical outlet.
It is wise to replace the batteries before they fail completely. An
indication that the battery needs replacing would be a reduction in
operating range.

ARMING THE ALARM:
When the alarm is in a disarmed state (LED not flashing), push the remote
button to arm the alarm. The siren will chirp once and the indicators will flash
and doors lock (optional)
The LED light will turn on solid for ten seconds then start flashing. If a door,
bonnet or boot is opened or if the shock sensor detects an impact to the
vehicle the alarm will sound.
Error report:
If any the any of the doors are open when you arm the alarm, the system will
warn you by chirping five times after 4 seconds.
DISARMING THE ALARM:
When alarm is armed (LED flashing), push remote button to disarm. The
alarm will chirp twice and flash indicators twice.
PANIC FUNCTION:
When in armed mode, press remote button for 2 seconds. The alarm will
trigger for 30 seconds.
AUTO ARM (option):
The AVS2000 has the ability to automatically arm 30 seconds after the ignition
is switched off and the last door is closed. See your installer if you would like
this option turned on.
AUTO RE-ARM (option):
The AVS 2000 will automatically re-arm itself and re-lock the doors if the
system is disarmed and a door not opened within 60 seconds. This function
prevents the accidental disarming of the alarm system.
SHOCK SENSOR:
The shock sensor is designed to detect impacts to the vehicle. If the shock
sensor detects an impact the alarm will trigger. This is adjustable via the trim
pot on the front of the alarm module.
EMERGENCY OVER-RIDE:
In the event that you lose or damage your remote controls the alarm can be
disarmed using your ignition key.
Emergency Over-ride Procedure:
1.Open the door the alarm will trigger and the siren will sound.
2.Enter the car and close the door.
3.Turn ignition from ACC to OFF 5 times and leave in the OFF position.
4.Wait 5 seconds, if the number of turns has been entered correctly the siren
will stop and the alarm will enter disarmed mode. If the alarm does not stop,
the code was entered incorrectly. Start again from 1.

The AVS 2000 has several additional features. Some vehicles may require
extra components. Please consult your installer.
CENTRAL LOCKING:
Doors will lock when alarm is armed and unlock when disarmed.
INDICATOR FLASH:
Will flash the indicators or park lights when the alarm arms and disarms or is
triggered.

